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oncologists are now majority women, and

mutations and ovarian cancer

than it was 20 years ago," Dr. Blank said. "People are living so much longer, and so much
gynecologic care. She shared a list of 20 wonderful innovations to be grateful for, which will
treatment is next. And I think Woman to Woman can really help a lot with that." Dr. Blank
treatment journey. "A person with cancer should be involved in their treatment decision-
advocacy. Especially as care options have become more diverse over the years, patients
mentors make in their mentees, and the amount of thought that
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even though Marie had a better sense of what was going on than

diagnosed with cancer at age 34. She
gynecologic cancers can have the kind of support that only Woman to Woman can give."

eradicated, the medical community will continue to need the specific compassionate caring
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3. In 2022, we hosted 143 virtual support groups, attracting 2,141 attendees.

15. Newly diagnosed patients meet with our survivor volunteers in person and via

16. Our program has sponsored 22 live and virtual reunions for patients and
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